For those who prefer the speed of a hydraulic lift but the simplicity of a screw drive, the Accelerated Screw Drive option is an excellent choice. Our Accelerated Screw Drive for the Vertical Platform Lift travels at 20 feet per minute. The industry standard speed for a VPL with a screw drive is 10 feet per minute.

The Accelerated Screw Drive option is available for all Symmetry Vertical Platform Lift models. This drive option fits into the same tower space and height as our other VPL drive options, so special accommodations are not required for installation.

Customers will reach their designated landing more quickly when they choose our Accelerated Screw Drive option.

Enclosed Vertical Platform Lift – Residential Application shown in Black with Bronze Acrylic inserts.

Enclosed Vertical Platform Lift – Commercial Application shown in custom Purple with Clear Acrylic inserts.

Optional Add-On Feature
Battery backup can be added as an option for those who have concerns about power outages.

To learn more, visit us at symmetryelevator.com or call 877-375-1428.